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Abstract

This memo describes misconfigurations of DNS authoritative servers and its effect to old DNS iterative resolver servers we experienced. We recommend re-checking DNS authoritative server configuration and advise using newer iterative resolver server implementations. The
recommendations made in this document are based on analysis of
abnormal DNS resolver server load at large ISP resolver server which
has many customers. This is not protocol issue.
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1. Introduction

There are many misconfigured DNS authoritative servers. They have large RRSets whose response size exceeds 512 octets, they do not support EDNS0 extension, and they do not answer TCP DNS query. In this case, over 512 octets RRSets cannot be resolved.

This memo describes that combination of misconfigurations at authoritative servers can create significant overloads on resolver servers, especially old but spreaded BIND 8.

While there are reports on the observations of query traffic to root or top-level domain servers and the recommendations to the resolver servers to reduce anomalies on the servers [draft-ietf-dnsop-bad-dns-res-03], [WESSELS04], this memo intends to notify to the operators of authoritative servers that their configuration can lead resolver servers’ problems.

In the following sections, we provide a detailed explanation of the problem. We then recommend to re-check the configurations of authoritative servers to avoid the problem. At last, we describe iterative resolver server’s recommendation.

2. Problem Description

DNS message size is limited to 512 octets in original UDP packet [RFC1035]. However, it is possible to write large RRSet which exceeds 512 octets. A typical case observed is a response with PTR RRSet for an IP address which is assigned for many (over 300) domain names [TOYAMA04]. Another case, many A RRs to one domain name for load balancing or by writing many SRV RRs to large domain name for Active Directory.

Iterative resolver servers send queries to authoritative servers. If one authoritative server which returns such large response does not support EDNS0 and sufficient maximum payload size [RFC2671], the server returns truncated response (TC bit = 1) to the resolver server. Then the resolver server tries to get whole message by using TCP transport.

If the authoritative server which returns such large response does not support TCP transport or filters TCP DNS port, the DNS query fails. There are multiple authoritative servers for the record, the resolver server repeats the sequence for all the authoritative servers. If all authoritative servers for the RRSet are misconfigured and does not answer by TCP, the DNS query cannot be resolved and the resolver server responds ServFail error to stub resolver. If the authoritative server filters TCP DNS port and does
not send TCP reset, the resolver server must wait till TCP timeout.

This RRSet status cannot be cached by both resolver servers and stub resolvers. This case corresponds to [RFC2308] section 7.2 Dead / Unreachable Server. Dead or unreachable server information may be cached in 5 minutes. As the result, there are many queries to misconfigured authoritative servers.

The problem we faced is significant overloads of BIND 8 resolver servers. BIND 8 resolver server starts a iterative query at every query from stub resolvers (when there are no cached data for that query) and it keeps a TCP SYN_SENT state for some interval. There were many queries for unresolvable RRSet and keeping many TCP states increased the load of the resolver server. This phenomenon impacted significantly the resolver server performance. These unresolvable RRSets are well-known addresses.

While BIND 9 iterative resolver server is resolving one domainname, it does not try to resolve the same queries and it will answer same response at the first query completion. Therefore, BIND 9 is not affected.

3. Re-checking of Authoritative servers

Authoritative DNS servers with large RRSets whose response size may exceeds 512 octets must answer TCP DNS query and should support EDNS0. Or the RRset cannt be resolved.

System administrators manage TCP filters carefully and some of them does not know about DNS. As a result, some administrators filters their DNS server’s TCP port.

Therefore, the operators of the authoritative servers should know about DNS and should re-check the configuration of their servers.

4. Iterative resolver server requirements

There are authoritative DNS servers with TCP filer problems. ISP DNS resolver servers must resolve or answer any query which ISP customer queries. Even if they receive unresolvable queries, they must work well. So, using tough iterative resolver server implementation is necessary.

Currently, any BIND 8 version have this weak-point. Using BIND 9 is one solution.
5. Conclusion

Reducing unresolvable RRs is necessary. But there still exist misconfigurations. Iterative resolver servers which support many users must be tough. So, using older implementation should be deprecated.

6. Security considerations

Older iterative resolver server implementations especially old but spreaded BIND 8 may have weak-points. Using older and weak implementations should be deprecated.
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